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CHARACTER SCHEDULE
MUSICIANS
The actors will be musicians playing
instruments during the play.
The actors will play a piano, guitar, drums,
cymbal, and a melodica.

REINDEER
The Reindeer will be the narrator and a
character during the play.
A narrator tells us important information
about the play.
The Reindeer character helps Gemma on
her journey to find the Snow Queen.
The Reindeer finds out she has a real name.

PRINCESS GEMMA
Princess Gemma was found in the forest by
the Queen and King.
The Queen and King raise Gemma as their
own daughter.
Gemma goes on a journey to return a white
scarf to the Snow Queen.
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PRINCE KYLAN
Prince Kylan and Princess Gemma are
brother and sister.
Gemma calls Kylan her “Snow-Bro”
Gemma and Kylan are friends.

QUEEN
The Queen is Kylan and Gemma’s mother.

KING
The King is Kylan and Gemma’s father.
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SNOW QUEEN
The Snow Queen wears a white dress, a
white cape, and a crown.
The Snow Queen has magical powers.
The Snow Queen loses her magical white
scarf.

ICE WOMEN
There are two ice women who are the Snow
Queen’s helpers.

TRICKSTONE
Trickstone is a trickster.
He plays tricks on people.
Trickstone makes things move and makes
things disappear.
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TROLL
A troll is a pretend character that comes from a
cave.
The troll wears green and makes grunting noises.
The troll had a curse put on him.
A curse is a magical spell that makes people do
things they don’t want to do.
A curse is not real, a curse is pretend.
The curse on the troll makes him talk with mixed
up words.

ROBBER FAMILY
The Robber family wears black masks
over their eyes.
The Robber family tries to steal the
white scarf.

GIRL ROBBER
There is a girl in the Robber family.
The Robber girl meets Gemma and joins
Gemma on her journey to find the Snow
Queen.
The Robber girl finds out she has a sister
she never knew.
The Robber girl finds out she has a real
name.
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